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2) the problem is split into parallel subproblems that can be solved by independent 

processes communicating (thanks to a common memory area) by only checking and 
updating the values of global variables; 

3) a suitable extension of the unification algorithm is defined to deal also with global 

variables. 

Split resolution may be regarded as a complete extension of unit resolution and coincides 

with it when applied to unsatisfiable sets of Hom's clauses. This fact partly explains the 
effectiveness of this new method, that we are experimentally verifying on the 

implementation we built at the Computer Science Department of the University of Milano. 

The effectiveness of split resolution can be easily evaluated at propositional level where, 

whatever inference is chosen among the possible ones, the satisfiability of a clause set is 

reduced to lhat of one or (more rarely) two less complex sets (containing less literal 

occurrences). This characteristic depends on the fact that each propositional inference rule 

subsumes one or both of its premisses. 

To give a first intuitive idea of split resolution, at least at propositional level, we start 
by showing its origin as a tableaux specialization for clause refutation. Eventually we will 

consider the first order generalization of this method together with its formal proof of 

validity and completeness. 

2 Propositional level 
From the logical point of view clauses are disjunctions of literals, therefore the 
decomposition of disjunctions (rule "v") is the only tableau rule applicable to them {besides 

the rule to close branches). Nevertheless, since a clause is a literal set, it is better to modify 

the "v" rule in the sense of implicitly taking into account the disjunction associativity and 

commutativity. Moreover, to reduce the number of branches and therefore make a tableau 
smaller, it is useful to consider formulas in connection with other formulas containing 

complementary literals. For instance to refute S0 u{AvL, AvBv--,L}. where A and Bare 

disjunctions of (possibly 0) literals, we might follow Fig.la and therefore build the subtree 
Tt independently from T2. But the closure of the frrst branch (the bold one) assures the 

possibility to close the whole tableau. In fact T2 can be replaced by an application of the 

excluded middle rule. This creates two branches the ftrst of which can be closed by reusing 
T1 and the other by simply applying the "--,v" rule (see Fig.lb). So we can introduce the 

1{)7 

II H' Illrulc MRl (see Fig.l c) which hangs the formula Av B to a branch containing both 

AvL and AvBv-L. AvBv--.L is underlined to mean that it can be ignored in the remaining 

11111 1 
of the refutation, since it is subsumed by Av B. Of course this ~etarule i~ correct, 

hrcause it corresponds to the application of .the logtcal equ t~~Icnce 
~AvL)A(AvBv--.L)H(AvL)A(AvB). Note that the rule to close branches •. ~dtuonally 
111

prcsented by a cross under the branch leaf, is the particular case of MR1 ansmg when A 

1111!1 .B coincide with the empty clause. 

""u(AVL, AVBV-1L ) 

I \ 

S0U(AVL, AVBV-.L) 

I \ 

AVB --.L 

S"U{AVL, 1\vBy-,L ) 

I MRl : collapse 

rule 
1\VB -,L 
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On the other side to refute an unsatisfiable set of the form S0 u(AvL, Bv-L}, where A and 

11 nrc disjunctions of one or more literals, it is convenient to define another metarule (MR2) 

H'<lucing the number of forks, as Fig 2 suggests. 

S0 U{AVL, av...,Ll s•u t~. ~) 
11"U I 1\VL, Bv-.L) 

I \ I \ MR2 : fork 
I \ I \ r ule 

1\ L A L 

I \ I \ I \ (A,--,L ) {B,L) 
I \ 

1\ 1\ B ...,L B -,L 
B --,L B -,L 

X I EM\ 1\ 1\ X L.I.ll .J:J.2j. 
1\ 1\ 1\ 

nnlil ~l:rz ~ L -.L lll\ll2 \ 

1\ 1\ 

Fig 2 .J:J.2j. L:rll. (AV L) " (Bv-.L) H (M-,L) V (B"L ) 

Also in this case the subtree T3 might be independent from T1 and T2 but it is ~ttcr to 

huild it as an EM application reusing them, since they close the two branches m bold. 
Therefore, the metarule MR2 forks a branch containing the formulas (AvL, Bv--.L} and 

th od {A L} and (B,L} each to a branch of the fork . The subsumption of the hnngs e n es ,--, . . 
premisses (represented by the underlining) follows from the logtcal equavalcncc : 
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(A vL)A(Bv-.L)H(AA-,L)v(BAL). Of course the signs of the different occurrences of tho 
propositional letter L can be interchanged without losing the validity of the rules and of the 
corresponding logical equivalences. 

3 Validity and completeness at propositional level 
The metarules we have just introduced (MR 1. MR2) are valid, in the sense that they allow 
to close only tableaux with onsatisfiable root. but they are also complete i.e. sufficient to 
perform every propositional refutation. So they define a specialization of the classical 
tableaux method to treat ground clauses, i.e. clauses without bound variables. Each metarulc 
is valid because it only deduces a logicaJ consequence from two premisses, according to the 
left to right reading of the logical equivalence associated to the metarule itself. Moreover the 
right to left reading of this equivalence justifies the subsumption of one (in case of MRt) 
or both (in case of MR2) premisses. 

The completeness of these metarules is a trivial consequence of the decision procedure we 
sketch below for the satisfiability of finite sets. Because of the subsumption, each 
application of our two rules amounts to replacing the set S of the fonnulas occurring along 
a branch with one or two sets S' and Sfl containing less "v" connectives and such that S is 
unsatisflable if and only if so areS' and S". Let ben the number of occurrences of the "v" 
connective in the tableau root S. Hence we can construct (by arbitrarily applying our 
metarules to non yet subsumed clauses) a tableau of depth $Jl with no more than 2n n. 
branches (since 1v1R2 reduces by 2 the number of connectives in both the generated 
branches) such that no metarple is applicable any more to any branch. If all branches of this 
tableau are closed then S is unsatisf~able. Else each still open branch is satisfiable, since its 
non subsumed clauses only contain literals wil.h no complement in other clauses (otherwise 
the metarules would be still applicable), and then they can be deleted from the branch 
without affecting its satisflability. Therefore Lhe satisfiability of the branch (coincid.ing with 
that of the set of its non subsumed clauses) reduces to that of the empty set, which is 
trivially satisfJable. But clearly the detection of a satisfiable branch is enough to prove that 
also S is satisfiable. 

Of corse the limit of 2n n. for the number of the tableau branches is in practice exorbitant, 
since a branch is no more extended once a complementary pair is detected, and the fork rule 
can be used only when the collapse rule is not usable. Indeed our metarules provide very 
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ell k •cnt tableaux where the fork rule is rarely used and hence in most cases a little more 
1h1111 n inferences are enough to refute by split resolution every set containing n occurrences 
uf "v". 

4 l..ifting the propositional rules to the first order level 
Nnw we have to solve the problem of generalizing the inference rules of propositional split 
'' \lllution to deal also with clauses containing universally quantified variables. 
AI propositional level the necessary and sufficient condition to apply a rule was the 
111• Nt.:ncc of two occurrences (with opposite sign) of Lhe same literal in two distinct clauses. 
1 lu corresponding condition for predicative level is weaker: to perfonn an inference we need 
lwll distinct clauses C1 and C2 (parent clauses) containing two literals LI and -,L2 

(I IJIIIfJlementary literals) whose atoms are unifiable, i.e. have the same predicate symbol and 
111 hOlh reducible to the same atom by instantiating their universal variables. 
ll111h propositional rules had the characteristic that all deduced clauses (consequences) were 
•uhrlauses of at least one parent clause. But at predicative level each consequence has to be 
1111 Instance of a subclause of at least one parent clause. A definition is in order before 

'11111inuing: 
III!FIN1TION: Given a clause C and a substitution o, o is a strict simplifier of C iff 
( '1rc C and for each substirution e, crc9 implies CectC. With simplifier of a clause C we 
n11·nn the empty substitution or a strict simplifier of C. 
1 1\MMA: If cr is a strict simplifier of the clause C then C can be split into two non empty 
IUihclauses Ct and C2 (i.e. C=C1uC2 and CtnC2=0) such that C2cr=C2. C10~2 and 
( 'CT• C2 (easy to prove). 

'I hnnks to the lemma the literals of C1 are "superfluous" in the sense that they can be 
1lt lelcd from C with no loss nor gain of information, because of the logical equivalence 

( '• •C2. 
UXAMPLE: the substitution CJ={x/g(y)} is a simplifier of 
( • P(x)vP(f(x))vP(g(y))vP(f(g(y)))vQ(y), since Ccr=P(g(y))vP(f(g(y)))vQ(y)c C. 
Annlogously the clause C=P(x,y,g(v))vP(x.f(z),g(w)) has the simplifier cr=(y/f(z). v/w}. 
•lucc Ccr=P(x,f(z),g(w))cC. In both cases the logical equivalence between C and Co is 
l)vltlcnt. On the contrary the clause P(x)vP(f(x)) has no strict simplifier: in fact V'xP(f(x)) 
1 tutnot be deduced from V'x(P(x)vP(f(x))). 
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Now we show the f11st order rules (of course the signs of the literals L 1 and L2 

interchangeable): 

I) Let be AvL1 and Bv-.L2 (more fonnally Au(Lt) and Bu(-.L2}) clauses with 

variables, where A and Bare possibly empty subclauses, and the literals L1 and L2 

for some most general unifier e (shortly m.g.u. 9). We defme the following inference 

(that will be called linear extension ) where CJ is a "simplifier" of (AvB)O such 

(AvB)9CJ!;;A9. 

linear extension 
A9o 

if 9 is a most general unifier of L 1 and L2 and there 

exists a simplifier 0 of (AvB)9 such that (A 

2) U AvL1 and Bv-.L2 are clauses where Lt and L2 have a m.g.u. 9 and A and Bare 

empty and the restrictions for the applicability of a linear extension are not satisfied, 

the foUowingfork rule is applicable, for any substitution; such ~t the literals LtO; 

L2e; be ground. 

AVLl• Bv-.L2 if 9 is a most general unifier of LJ and L2 and for 
any; such that Lt9; is ground, provided tbat thell 

is no simplifier o of (AvB)9 such that (AvB)9o~t 

fork rule I \ 

{A9;, -.L29~) {B9;,Ll9;) 

The fork rule can be considered a metaruJe for the method of frrst order tableaux. In the nca& 
figure we replace it with a sequence of applications of lradit.ionaJ tableaux rules to the se& 
(AvL1, Bv......L2}: 

S 0 V { AVLl, BV-,L2) 

i\t'* 

(Bv-,L219; 
tV* 

(AvL1 1 a; 
I \ 

A9; L18; 

I \ I \ 
ae; -.L2a; ae~ ...,L2a; 

IEM\ I\ !\ 
L19; -,L19~ /Tl\/T2\ 

1\ I\ 

.LTll Lill 

X 

The closure of the bold branches assures also that of the 
others, which then can be ignored. The symbol "V*" 
stands for the repeated application of the rule of variable 
instantiation until the effect of the substitution eo; is goL 
The rightmost branch is closed because 9 is a unifler of LJ 
and L2 while the substitution ; is required for two reason11 
1) instantiating the variables shared by the literal L 10, 

which is equal to L28. with the subclauses A9 or Be 
in order to allow the two applications of the "v" rule; 

2) instantiating those variables of L 19 that, although not 
present in Ae nor in Be, would make the formula 

......L 19, introduced by the excluded middJe rule, 
incompatible with the definition of clause in that it 
would be the negation of a universal formula. 
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.~lrtwgtltening the inference rules by means of a limited 

/JH1tori z.ation 
Yflll though the above inference rules for the pred.icative split resolution are sufficient to 

'" 1111111 every refutation, it is useful to strengthen them by means of the factorization 

.,,uwd the literals to be resolved. 1b.at is, given the parent clauses AvC1 and BvC2 where 

lh• 1111hclauses Ct and C2 contain the complementary literals Lt and respectively -,L2, if 

"'' ~,,, c1u -C2 is unifiable (defming "-C2'' as the set of the literals of C2 changed in 

IMII), Instead of finding a m.g.u. A. of Lt and L2 we compute a m.g.u. 0 of Ct u-C2: 

\'llh this variation, the inference rules for first order logic assume the following form, 

hlll ll the symbols already introduced keep the same meaning as above: 

'l 11 n11 r e xtension 
AElo 

AVCl, BVC2 

r ule I \ 
{Aa;. c2a;1 <aa;. c1e;1 

if 9 is a most general unifier of Ct u-C2 and there exists 

a simplifier o of (AvB)9 such that (AvB)9CJ~9 

if 9 is a most general unifier of C1 u-C2 and for 

any; such that C}9~ is ground, provided that there 

is no simplifier o of (AvB)9 such that (AvB)9o~9 

11tlr~ li trcngthening of the rules, although unnecessary in theery is useful in practice, since 

llnllows to summarize more applications of the preceding weaker rules by means of one 

Considerations about the implementation 
I Jilll resolution, thanks to the fork rule, can always generate instances of subclauses of the 

~'~''"nt clauses, even when the traditional resolution cannot Although the fork rule is valid 

tur cuoh substitution ~ complying with the restriction of making ground the complementary 

IIINtals, l; must be chosen in a suitable way in order to close the refutation. But wben the 

ntlo Is applied, maybe it is not yet clear how to perform this choice, which is generally 

dol~~· mined by the course of the following inferences. Nevertheless we will see that the 

Introduction of "global variables" and the related extension of the unification algorithm will 

allow us to solve this problem by virtually advancing the determination of;. This fact is 

llluntrated in the following example that compares two refutations of the same setS, which 

arr. made with traditional and respectively split resolution. 
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S- (~A(x,h)VC (x b) ~( h ' ' X, )V0 (X h) -.A( ' ' x,h)v-.D(x h) B(k ' ,A(x,y)v-,B(x y) -:::l_...A._.<....,.x-..~.~.h J...:l V~C;.;.;!ll:Xl. . .hh.l.l _ __::Jt.JlA....lll.:~Ui.' y~)Ll_VE ( k' y) ' -,E ( k' y) vF ( k v ) B ' ' 
:::lC ! X • hI VO ! x • b l 

"' ' (k, Y) V-,F ( k , 
:::lAlX. hi VO (X. hl 

TRADITIONAL 
RESOLUTION 

SPLIT 

RESOLUTI ON 

:::;JB!x.hl ' Blk.ylVE!k . yl 
E l k hi 

F !k,hl 

I 
{-,C (k, h) ,-,A (k, hl l 

I 
-,B(k,h) 

I 
E(k,h) 

I 
F (lt,h) 

I 
Blk,h} 

X 

s 
\ 
{O(k,h),C(k,h)} 

I 
-,A(k, b) 

I 
--,B (k, h) 

I 
Elk, h) 

1 
F(k,hl 

B(k, h) 

In the flrst inference of traditi al . . x 
bee on resoluuon It is not n . a use we create a new clause whi h . ecessary to ansa:.antiate the variable l . . . c 1S not subclause of reso ui.Jon ll IS necessary to . . any parent clause, while in mstanl.late at once th · even though at this point of the f . . e x Wlth k to usefully apply the fork . . re utauon 1l is difficult f, IS JUSt k. To obviate this drawback 't . to oresee that the right value ~or 1 IS useful to · od terms which will be caned tempor mtr uce a new syntactical category f th ary parameters and will be . o e characters that are usuall wntten with the capital Y used for variabl 1 represents an unknown te h es. .n essence a temporary paranlelllll nn w ose structure will be be the refutation, according to the need f; 'f . uer specified in the continuation although it is used in two distinct b or um ymg pairs of complementary literals Bu• ranches of a sprt 1 . • " 

represents a unique term in alllh f . I reso ution, a temporary param e re uta non Therefi th etcr ex tension of a branch generated by 1' . . ore e assignment computed during tho 
· an app lcatlon of fork 1 ass•gnmenl computed in the oth b . ru e, must be compatible with th 
. er ranch. In mos sen 

• 
wmable. Hence, after closing me first branch f sea !W>po.-ary parameter is a global mtroduced it is 0 

a fork 1n which a temporary • necessary to keep track of the fm 1 parameter wu a slructure aunbuted to the par ameter so 
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'"'• he consistently used in the second branch. Using the e-xpedient of instantiating 111 w tt•mporary parameters the variables remaining in the complementarY literals after unllu.nlion, the preceding refutation can be started as in the left side of the figure (X Is the new parameter replacing the variable x): 
s 

I \ 
s 

I \ 
(O(X,h),C(X,h)} 

{-,C(lt,hl ,....,J\,(Jt,h)) {D(k,h) ,C(lt,h) l 
I 

-.B(k, h) .n o<. h > 

we note that, by giving to X the value k, we can perform a linear extension on the ul formulas {-,B(X.h), B(k.y)vE(k,y)} and it is clear that the more suitable value foe x 111 be k. Since no particular structure for X is yet required, we are allowed 10 suppose X Just coincides with k and we can substitute all the occurrences of X in the whole I•M with k (see right side of the preceding figure). Then we can complete the by means of linear extensions as indicated in the first example. lhl' example the fmal detennination of the parameter X was made by the single ground hiiLion X/K, but in general the structure of a temporary parameter might grow through ll'llllence of substitutions with tenns containing other parameters. Therefore it would be ~lq'!Cnsive operation to substitute, each time in the whole refutation. all the occurrences II • l"'ramcter wim a tem> that might change again. So it is convenient«> associate«> ...,b 1t1111mrary parameter X an instantiation state that is a substitution X/t, where t is a term buill wiLh function symbols. constants and other temporary parameters but without ~11tl11bles. When X is created. its state consists of the empty substitotion that beComes X/l (leu some term l) when a unification requires the value t for X. Before comparing two lll~'• nl s we substitute the occurrences of each parameter with the term associated to it in its h1 1111111tiation state, then we do the comparison by means of an extended unification olnnri<hm, obtained f•om me classical one Wough me addition of me following roles, 
where X is a temporary parameter : I ) X unifies wim each term t wimout variables (except when X is a prop<> subtenn oft) 

through the substitution X/t ; 
2) X unifies with any variable y through the substitution y{X; I) X unifies wim any tenn t containing variables wough me substitution t;u(X~]. for each substitution ~ assigning new parameters to all the variables of L 
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For example X unifies with f(k.Z). where Z is a parameter, through the substi Xlf(k.Z) and X unifies with f(lc,y.Z) through (y/Y, X/f(k,Y .z>) provided that Y is a parameter. 

The need for the substitution ; of the point 3, stems from the ~act that X represents a term still unknown throughout the branches of the refutation and therefore X cannot substituted by a term containing variables that, for their universal meaning, might .. ~ •• ~. 11., many incompatible substitutions even inside a single. branch. After each unificat involving rules 1 or 3, the instantiation state of the parameter X is updated with the Xlt or respectively XJ~. while no state update is required if the unification is based on 2 only. 

It is worth-while to note that the recourse to temporary parameters is in practice raro, especially if we use the strategy to perform forks only when linear extensions are no& possible and, in such case, we give the preference to the forks in which the unifier a makel the complementary literals ground. Therefore the increased complexity of the unification algorithm, required by split resolution in presence of te mporary parameters, is in practice negligible and surely balanced by the conesponding advantage of eliminating the production of long clauses, which is on the contrary an unavoidable drawback in traditional resolution. 

7 Validity and completeness at first order level Let us prove that each finite unsatisliable set of quantified clauses is refutable by split resolution. We will use the already proved completeness of this method for the propositional logic and the second Herbrand's theorem. But at first it is necessary to give some defmitions that are not used in the domain of traditional resolution. 
DEFINITION: Given two clauses A and B, A is stronger than B (A>>B) if and only if there exists a substitution a such that A a~. Clearly if A>>B then B is a logical consequence of A. This relation extends in natural way to sets, that is, given two clause sets S and S', S is stronger than S' (S>>S') if and only if for each clause C'e S' there exists Ce S such that C>>C'. 

EXAMPLE: P(f(x), y)vP(z, g(v)) >> P(f(k), g(k)) through the substitution 9=(x/k, y/g(k), 7/f(lc), v/k); P{x) >> P(f(k)) v Q for a={x/f(lc)). 
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IINI'I'ION: The literal set Ct is superfluous in the clause C=CtvC2 if and only if there l•t• •• •amplifier a such that C2a=C2 and Ctc.J~2· 1 1 INI fiON: The expression "-C" denotes the complement of the clause C that is tho IUM ubtuined by changing in sign the literals of C. Moreover two clauses C 1 and C2 are lh 
1
1 rmnplementary if there is a substitution 9 that unifies the set Ct u-C2. 1 

1 lNIT ION: The complexity of a fmite setS' of ground clauses, denoted by IIS 'll, is the .. till 
1111111 ber of occurrences of the logical connective "v" in the clauses of S'. 

W will suppose to perform, in case of need, a factorization around the resolved ~terals tt
11
,
1 

1 ~. once selected two parent clauses Ct and C2 and two complementary htera_ls L 
1
, 

1
•
1 
ocC t and .....J..

2
e c

2oce2• where c 1o and C2° are complementary clauses, we will 
a f c o C2° instead of a simple m.g.u. of L 1 and L2. 

lllll!lllNC to compute the m.g.u. o 1 u- • 
. 01 , n

11
rse all the following discussion remains valid if we interchange the stgns of the ff~lllvcd literals L 1 and -.L2. 

'I ht~n let be s a quantified clause set with no variable shared by distinct clauses and S' a ftultc unsalisfiable set of gr~>Und clauses such that S>>S'. If IIS'li=O, that is i~ the , 
1
,
11111

texity of s· is null, then S' contains the empty clause (8) or contains a p3lf o f 111111
ptementary unit clauses (L),(-.L} . If t::Je S' then Ele S because S>>S'. and the unique tlnusc having an instance that is also subset of t::J is the empty clause Itself. If on the 111111
rary ((L}.(-.L})s:;S' and EJ~S (else Sis trivially refutable) then being S>>S' there 1\~l sts a pair of non empty clauses (C1,c2 )s:;S such that C1>>L and C2>>~ and therefore l lr the defmition of the relation">>" there exist two substitutions A.t and A-2 such that (

1
' 
1 
A 

1 
c;;L and c

2 A.2s:;--.L, that is A.t is a unifier of all the literals of C1 an~ A-2 a unifier of nllthe literals of c 2 . Since c 1 and C2 have no common variables, the umon A. of A.t and ).
2 

is a unifier of the literals of Ct and of those of -C2. hence there exists a m.g.u. a such I hill. c 
1
a=-c

2
e . By applying the rule of linear extension to the factors Ct e and C2e of C1 nucl c

2
• we obtain the empty clause, because these factors are complementary unit clauses. 

With this the property P(O) is proved, being the predicate P defined as in the following formula where s stands for a quantified clause set and S' for a fmite set of ground clauses: 11(n)=='V~'VS'( IIS'II=n" S>>S'" S' unsatisfiable ~ S refutable by split resolution). 
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Reasoning by complete induction on the complexity of the ground unsatisnnblc ~1. 
assume that the property P holds for all natural numbers less than n, and let us pr<wo 
n. 
Then let S' be a finjte set of ground clauses such that IIS'II=n, S>>S' and 

unsatisfiable. For the completeness of split resolution at propositional level S' is 
with such method and there are two possible cases in the first inference: 

1) The first inference in the refutation of S' is a linear extension with parent clausell 
AvBv -.L and conclusion AvB that makes useless the re-use of the weaker 
AvBv-,L (A and Bare possibly empty subclauses while Lis a literal). The u n :>au;,• 
of S' is so reduced to thatofS"=S\(AvBv-.L}u{AvB} and obviously IIS"Ikn. 
Being S>>S', S contains two clauses C1 and C2 such that Cp>AvL, Cz>>AvBv-.L 
is, since no variable can occur simultaneously in two clauses of S, there 
substitution A such that CtA~AvL and C2A~AvBv-,L. C1 can be split into 
subclauses AI and C1° such that Ap>A and Ct0 >>L and analogously C2 can be split 
the three subclauses A2>>A, Bz>>B, C2°>>-,L that is briefly CJ=A t vC a 
C2=A2vB2vC2°. If one of the two subclauses Ct 0 and C2° is empty then Ct>>A 
Cz>>AvB, that is in each case not only S>>S' but also S>>S'u{AvB}, so clearly 
and, being IIS"II<n, for the inductive hypothesis Sis refutable by split resolution. 

Supposing on the contrary that CJ0 itl:J and C2°it0, let 9 be a m.g.u. ofCt 0 U-C2°. 
substitution e exists because C1 °A.=-C2°A={L} and moreover A. can be written as 9oo 
some substitution o. Let be R the clause (A1vA2vB2)e and be C the result ofelilnilll8tilll,l 
from R the superfluous literals, therefore C!::R. Now it is better to d istingwsh 
subcases according to the relation between C and the parent clauses C 1 and C2: 

l.a) If C~ 19 or C!;;(AzvB2)9 the linear extension can be applied also in the predicalive 
refutation obtainjng as resu lt C . Obviously Ca ~A 1 e a= A 1 A~ A or 
Ca~(A2vB2)9a=(AzvB2)A!::AvB and therefore C>>A or C>>AvB that is in each case 
C>>AvB. So the refutation of Sis reduced to that of Su{C}, which is stronger than S", 
having complexity <n, and hence for the inductive hypothesis Su{C} is refutable through 
split resolution. But this means that also S is refutable because C is obtained from S 
through the above described application of the linear extension rule, which is logically 
valid. The situation is sketched in the foUowing figure where the inference used at ground 

~ II 

. th· be done in the prcdicntivo ·~uwd beside the corresponding anfcrcnce at can 

Al vel o • A2VB2VC2o 
I 
c 

. . t an instance of a subset of a parent clause, 
• "''"~ the prccedmg ~u~ase, C lS no . se the parent clauses C1=A1vCto hu~ I t~ li.'(IUircd at predicanve level. To this PO:. th C o~ and C2oC are 

A'IVIl2vC2o must be instantiated by a subsutuoon ~such at 1 h • • . . f nl for the sign of their unique literal. Even w en l'l'll without vanables and dif er 0 
Y th l C ou.c

2
ou{L) has the unifier . 'th th nifier e defined above, e se 1 11111 ••nlnc1de w1 e u . · bles In fact they C oc and c2o~ do not contaln vana · llu•l'lurc a m.g.u. ~such that 1 . . t affected by any substitution. be' ground umt clause, lS no "" t•qunlto. {L) that, mg a C o th ·'lsts a substitution~ such that · · r · nifi of Ct o and - 2 • ere e .... 11 11' subsULuuon ., JS au 1er . ati.on of~ is performed by using hnlng e a m.g.u. for Clo and -C2o· The determm . . ' ribed . the algorithm of split resolution. The applicauon 

Parameters as desc 10 
. . ""'110mry . th with the corresponding bnear lh~ lwk rule is sketched in the followmg figure, toge er 

performed in the refutation of S'. 

AVB 

Al VClo • A2VB2VC2o 
I \ 

Al e;.c2oe; cloe;. <A2vB2)e; 

ted by the fork that is Si=Su(AI9/;.C2oe;) and '" h or the tWO formula sets.geoera th S'' bec~use. being eo~ more general than A., ll Su (C toe!;,(A2vB2)0!;}, •s stronger an -A A.,.;,A and . . such that )..=9o~ox . Hence At 9~X- 1 lit~ • c exists a subsututlon X • .. .. .. ~ A v B and B A A v B that is (for the defimuon of .> > ) A 1 9-,> > (A2vBz)9!;x=(A2v 2). ~ " • S d S2 are refutable by split resolution, for the (A2vB2)9~>>AvB. Bemg liS ll<n, 1 an 
huluctive hypothesis, and consequently so isS toO. 

f 
. f S' 15• a fork from the pair of clauses fi t p of the re utauon o l)LcL us suppose the trst s e . d ' d f the figure below. By means of this S' sketched 10 the left han s1 e o IAvL, Bv-.L}~ 'as S' . d ed to the equivalent problem of proving the Inference rule the refutation of lS re :} (A -,L) and Sz=S\(AvL,Bv-L)u(B.L) . unsatisfiability of the sets Sl'=S\{AvL,Bv u • • d S ' 

In factS' is unsatisfiable if and only if so are also the sets S 1 an 2 . 
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Since S>>S ', there exist inS two clauses C1 and C2 such that Ct>>AvL and Therefore Ct=AJVCJ 0 and C2=B2vC2° and these relations also hold: AI>>A, 8 
C} 0 >>(L)and C2~>{-L) . 
If at least one of the subclauses Ct 0 and C2° coincides with the empty clause. then Ct 

.or C2>>B and therefore S>>S\(AvL)u(A) or S>>S\{Bv-.L}u{B}. Obviously Lhe!IO sets are unsatisflable, because they are obtained from S' by throwing away a formula 
adding a stronger one that allows to deduce the other. Therefore in each caseS is than a refutable ground set having complexity <n and then. for the inductive is refutable by split resolution. 

Thus. let us suppose the conditions Ct O~r:J and C2°~r::l hold in the remaining part or 
proof. For the definition of~>>" and the fact that Ct and C2 have no common variables, 
can state that there exists a substitution A. such that C1 °A.=-C2°A.=L, A 1 A.cA and Let be R=(A 1 vB2)9, where e is a m.g.u. of C1 °U-C2° (9 exists because C 1 °U-C2° ha.'l 
unifier A.) and let C be the subclause of R obtained by deleting .the superfluous literals in 
Now we have to distinguish two sobcases : 

2.a) c~ 1 e or C~29 and the predicative refutation of s begins with a linear ...... u-.U;)II\111 
having the conclusion C (see the right hand side of the following figure, on which left 
side we sketch the corresponding inference performed in the refutation of S'). 

AvL , BV-,L 
I \ 

(A,-.L) (L, B) 

Being 9 more general than A., there exists a substitution cr such that A.=9ocr. Therefore 
Ccr~At9cr=AtA!::A or Ccr~2ecr=B2A.~B and consequently C>>A or C>>B. Moreover 
since S' is refutable and contains the formulas AvL and Bv-.L, all the more reason for tho 
sets S\(AvL}u{A} and S\{Bv-.L}u{B] being refutable. In fact they both have complexity 
<nand then, for the inductive hypothesis, the set Su{C}, which is stronger of at least one 
of them, is refutable by split resolution. But C is a logical consequence of S and then also 
S is refutable. 
2.b) lf Cis not a subset of any of the formulas AI9 and B29 also the refutation of S starts 
with a fork on condition to apply, to the parent clauses Ct and C2. a substitution making 
ground and unitary the ir subclauses Ct 0 and C2°. For this purpose the m.g.u. 9 of C1 °U-
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. the substitution ). is a unifier of Cl ou-
' ' IIIII n~:cc!\sarily suJficient but, Since 

tb goal Since C is 
. . r ( r the latter literal set) that meets e · 

II I. lhcrc ex•sts a m.g.u . .., o 
. . s: d., such that 

ra1 than 9 there exist two subsutunons .., an ,.., 
•• HI wl than ). but less gene . . f s: . s made by using new temporary 

Moreover ~=eo!;. The determmauon o .., I . . . c oe The values of these 
that are assigned to the variables remammg m 1 . . . . . uation of the refutation according to the requuements 

''Ill lire spectfied m the connn . . Then the predicativc 
. th algorithm of split resolunon. 

'''' I unifications, accordmg to e . ed . th £ Uowing figure on the right 
""' ol S starts with the fork rule that IS ske~h to e o •"''' of the inference starting the refutation of S'. 

I \ 
(1\, ,L) {L,B) 

AlVC l o ' B2VC2o 
I \ 

A1e~,c2oe~ c1~.s2~ 
. f S consists in proving the unsatisfiability of the two 

lllllllnuation of the refutanon o 91;} B . Ctoei;=(L} C2oax={--,L} and 
S l Su(AJ9!;,C2oa;} andS2=Su{Cloa~.B2 . :g A and B2~~>>B. Obviously 

'I A d B29;x.-B2M.;;B then AI...,>> 
IVl' t A 1 e~x.=A }II.(; an - • s . s >Si and being liS t 'll<n and 

d C o91; >{......L} Therefore S1>> 1 • 2> ' 
a·u~ ~> {L} an 2 > · . . h th is 51 and s2 are refutable by 

'II· n we can conclude that, for the mducuve ypo es • . ' t1 also s is refutable by such method. 
• ~·solution and consequen Y tified l set S stronger than a finite 

VnP( ) that is each quan I cause 
u we have proved n • f ed b split resolution. For the second 

S' f nd clauses can be re ut Y 
.... ,t,fiable set o grou ' h fmite unsatisfiable set of 

fi . satisfiable clause set as a 
lttthanud's theorem, each lrute un . • f l C the relation C>>C' holds. 

for each mstance C o a c ause ' 
l'""'ul instances. Moreover, . . fi bl lause set is refutable through split 
11tNl we can conclude that each firute unsaus 13 e c 
"*llulion. 
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w; . Abst~act 
e pve IUl .Ugebraic formalization of SLD-

se(li;~ables). We can state a.nd prove in th {r trees IUld their abstractions (o~ 
hng, AND-composjtionalit e amework several useful theor 

1· . y, correctness and ( U L ema 
~on, eqwvalent top.down and botto u a<n>traction o( the denota.. 

tJes of various observabJ Obse m-up constructions) about semanf 

and can be used to mod~ abstr:;~~7 are re~resented by G.Uois ~:!~~::.: 
theorems are inherited by all th •---erpretatJon. The constructions and th 
fram k T e oon;ervables wh' h e 

. ewor . he power of the {r . JC can be formalized ua· th 

I 
amework 18 sh b · e 

examp es (answer constraints call t own Y reconstructing some knotm 

terns). • pa terns and ground dependeno' -" 
es CAU pat-

1 Introduction 

SLD-trees are structures used to des 'b th 
From an SLD-tree we can d . crl e e operational semantics of log· 
reaso . b enve several operat' aJ IC 

. nrng a out programs. Examples are lon. ~roperties which are useful 

partial answers, computed answers AU t~LD-derJvatlons, resultants call n .. ,, ..... , .... 

c~n be obtained as abstractions of th SLD-ese properties, that we c.ill 

With initial goal 90 · Then an SLD-~ . .tree: Let for example T be an 

formula 9n - 9ofJn, if 9n 'and f) areer:vatJOn 18 any path ofT; a resulta..,ntu .t..Jis~ .. ,. 

any node n in T· a call patte .n he goal and the substitution asso · ted 
sub t't t' ' rn IS any atom sel ~-.J • Cia 
. s I u Jon associated to an nod . . . eco.cu rn T ; a partial answer . 

Js the substitu~ion associate/ to a~yn~;d~ ~estrJ~ted to 9o~ while a computed a:!: 

The behaviOr of a program P ( . J '.sue that 9n IS the empty clause 

servable can be understood b b VI~ se ectJOn rule r) with respect to a . . L 

goals W k Y o servmg the corresp d' glVen ou-
: e now from recent results on th ?n wg properties for aU P068iblt 

adenze this behavior just by observio the semantics [11, 15, 2] that we can char-

namely ~be "most general" atomic goal! T~ !'rop~ty for some specific atomic goa), 

a~swers tn the S-semantics framework fg wt r~ ~ was first obtained for computed 

o ser~a~les, such as resultants, call att an t en ~roved for other Jess abstract 

~ehavJors for most general atomic ~ erns and partJal answers in [11 15J Th 

tlon. ln fl5J this approach is used g~ ;e~an then be c?nsidered a progr~m d~not:. 
ne a semantic framework wh 

, ere one can 
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eleulltl,nUous modeling various observables, by inheriting from the framework 

• • 11111tructions and theorems. Some of the denotations enjoy additional pro~ 

111• II M full abstraction. The technical tool used to define the abstractiona ia 

ult lcm or suitable equivalence relations. We approach here the same problem 

•II II M1111t emphasis and a different technical tool. Our main objective is in fact 

ttii ~,J\Lion of the observable, while our abstractions will be based on abstract 

1\l lon techniques [8). This will allow us to model, within the same framework, 

o le I Illa tion which is involved in the abstractions !]Bed for program analysis. A 

•Jiproach can be found in [18]. 
llllliu results are the definition of an algebraic framework for reasoning about 

llnd their abstractions (observables) in the case of Constraint Logic P~ 

'J'h11 framework is pyovided with several general theorems (lifting, AND-com

Ly, correctness and full abstraction, equivalent to~down and bottom-up 

ul't.lons) , which are valid for any abstraction, possibly in a weaker form in the 

"' ahntracL interpretation (I-observables). We give the reconstruction of several 

1 ronstructions to show the expressive power of the framework. 

n Jlllper is organized a.s follows. Section 2 characterizes the general theory in 

,., of SL[).trees. Section 3 formalizes the main class of observables, i.e. the 

ahles for which all the general resul ts are valid. Finally section 4 considers 

1 tlhHervables, where the results are weaker yet meaningful from the abstract 

Ll\tion theory viewpoint. All the proofs can be found in [6]. 

t'ur 3 comprehensive description of the semantics of (positive) logic programs see 

1 I) B, n and V denote a set of function symbols, a set of predicate symbols and a 

wrnble set of variables ·respectively. The term algebra over E and V is denoted 

'l ',wm. Tuples of variables and terms are sometimes denoted by i, y, ... and i, i, .... 
dnnntcs zil, ... , Zin;· 6 denotes a (possibly empty) conjunction of atoms bt , . .. , 6, 

t, b' denotes the conjunction bt, ... , bm, bL ... , b~ . We denote by i both the tuple 

the set of corresponding syntactic objects. Atom denotes the set of atoms of the 

11(i) where q E ll and i E Tenn. 

J•'ur n comprehensive description of abstract interpretation see (8]. For a com

prnlwusive description of term systems, dosed semirings and constraints systems see 

1171. 

2 The basic framework 

Wllfln we want to formalize program execution we must take into account, in addition 

&u l,hc inference rules which specify how derivations are made, the properties we 

nhlil'rve in a computation ( observables). In the following we give a rigorous definition 

uf observable in terms of SL[).trees. We consider a version of CLP, where any goal 

(.A goal) contains all the information on the derivation. Namely, in addition to the 

ru1111traint and to the conjunction of atoms, it contains a sequence of clauses (the 

IMH jllence or clauses used to derive it). Let A be a semi-distributive constraint system 

(hMCd on the term system T). An A-goal is a formula c 0 bs, ... , bn o l:a with n ~ 0, 

whore c is an A-constraint, bs, ... , bn is a sequence of (T, U)- atoms, and ~~ is a 

IM1(1Uence of clauses of K..,~. (the II(IL or CJ,P(A) clauReS). G.,~. is the set of A-goals and 
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P.A is the set of programs, i.e. 9'(~.A)· A 1tlection rule r is a function r : G.A -
such that r(c 0 611. ... , 6n <> ks) E { 1, ... , n ). Given a standard goal c 0 b, its 
version is g = c06o,. When dear from the context, we drop the .A prefix or 

We must redefine the concepts of resolvent and derivation to take into accoun' 
additional information contained in goals. 

D efinition 2.1 (resolvent) Ld p be a logic program, g = cOat, ... ,on ok• H 
goal and 1 = h :- t! 0 61 , ... , bm 6e a clau&e. A resolvent of g and 1 {with 
atom ai) i1 the goal g' = c ® a;:h ® t! 0 01, .. . , Oi-1,61, : •• , bm, a;+l, ... , On ok• :: 
if the constraint c ® Oi=h ® t! is &atisfiable. 

The function= :Atom x Atom-+ .A is defined as q(l} , ... ,tn)=r(•t, ... ,•m) 
ft=Bt ® ... ® tn =8n if q =rand n = m, 0 otherwise. 

D efinition 2 .2 (SLV.derivation) An SLD-derivation of g in p via r iB 4 tnlltftnu 

sequence of goals go, ... , Un, ... n ch that g =go and, for each i, g; = c; 0 bioh,; c 
boks; :: (k) i1 a resolvent of g; and a variant k of a clause in p not sharing anu · 
with g; and ks; . Moreover the atom in g; is selected according tor; g;+l = 3(c) r - h~ 
boks; :: (k] . A derivation is successful if the last goal has a'n empty body and i• 
SLD-refutation. 

If g is a goal, g-.. c 0 bo ks denotes an SLD-derivation of the goal c 0 bo k• ~ 
g in p via r . g ....... c 0 o ks denotes the refutation of g and cis the computed answtl 
constraint. 

D efinition 2.3 (SLD-tree) The SLD-tree of g in p via r is the prefix tree built frortt 
all the SLD-derivation& of g in p via r . 

An SLD-tree of a goal g and a program p via a selection rule r is a compact notatioQ 
for representing a set of derivations of g and p via r . The set of SL~trees (denoted 
by STJ,·') is ordered by tree inclusion . This partial order formalizes the evolution ot 
the computation process. 

2.1 The domain of SLD-trees 

SLD-trees are technically hard to handle. Therefore we will introduce another type 
of notation for representing sets of derivat ions, which is suitable for our needs and iJ 
more compact. We can consider the resultants, first introduced by (22) in the theory 
of partial evaluation, and later used in (1] to discuss the correctness of SLD-resolution. 

D efinition 2.4 (resuJtant) Let go, gt ,•·. he a derivation of go in p via r . A resul
tant {of level i), is the expression go ..,.... g, . Res;•' is the •et of all the res1Jltant. of 11 
in p vi11 r. 

We can define on the set of resultants the following partial order : g - c 0 b <> k• < 
g - t! 0 h' o ks' iff ks ~ ks', where clause sequences are ordered "lexicografically" . -

D efinition 2.5 (well-formed) A 1et A of resultants is well-formed if pEA impliu 
Vp' ~ p, IE A . 

17!1 

'"'.Y to see that a well-formed set of resultants c:ontains all the information. of 
1 H trt.'C because we can identify each resultant Wlth a node of the tree and v1ce 

' l 'hu~:~
1 

the set of all the well-formed resultants of g and p via r , R;•1 = {A E 
·- I A is well-formed} has the following property. 

IIII INit.ion 2.6 R;·' i• isomorphic to sr;·•. 
, 1111 Jdine t.he domain of all the well-formed sets of resultants R = U~,, .,n;·• · We 
" 1 11 1 1~ an alternative representation of SLD-trees. Since we are interested in all 
,'.' /,1) trees of a program p, we define w~(p) : P--+ R as w~(p) = U1eaR;·' · The 
It Inherits the set inclusion partial ordering from STJ,·' . It is easy to prove that 

'l'""iLion 2.7 (R, f) is a complete lattice. 

The observables 
i\lm of this paper is to define a precise notion of obse_rvable. Roughly sp~aking 

wn 111, to express an observable as an abstraction function defined from R mto a 
I ,,htc~ domain of observable properties. 
A 11 observable property domain is a set of properties of the derivation wi tb. an 

1j,,11ng relation which can be v iewed as an approximation structure. An observ~t1on 
111"llllll in looking at an SLD-tree, and then extracting some. property (abstractaon.) . 
111111f0re the observable is a function from S'J';•g to a SUlta~le property domaa_n 

IJ which preserves the approximation structure. Such a functaon must be a Gal.o18 
... ·11111\Clion between sr;·' and D . Because of proposition 2.6 we can give the followmg 
.11lleiiLion. 

J)1tfluition 2.8 (obse rvable) Let R be the domain of SLD-trees and D be an obsero
t61f' tlomain. a: R--+ Dis an observable when there exists 1 s.t. (a,-y) : R--+ D 
•• n Galois co-insertion. 

Wr. denote by the same symbol an observable and the Galois connection it can be 
lal,meded to. 

A choice of the observable a induces an observational equivalence =a on programs. 
Nruuoly p1 =a p2 iff p1 and p2 are observationally indistinguishable according to a, 
1 11, iff the observable properties of PI are exactly those of P2· Namely P1 =o P2 {=::} 

rr (Wr(Pl)):;: a{Wr(p2)) · 

14))1.mnple 2.9 If e denotes computed answer constraints we can take D = ( 9'( G X .A), 
) M properties domain and extend to a connection the functio~ { : R --+ D, 

((A)= {(g, c) 1 g ....... c 0 <> ks E A}. It is easy to see that PI =t P2 iff for any goal g, 
1 hns the same answer constraints in Pl and in P2· • 

Let us now define what it means for "an observable a to be stronger than another 
uhscrvable a'" . The intuition is that P1 = o P2 should imply PI =o• P2 (i.e. =o is 
finer than =o• ) . It is easy to see that this means that all the objects of the weak 
nhscrvable can be expressed by the stronger, by preserving all .the properties of the 
furmer. This in turn means that there exists a Galois connection between the do
mnins of the observables. Jf (/o.f-,) ; A - B , (go , g-,) : A--+ Care co-insertions, 
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then (Vz, y E A f o(z) = f o(Y) ~ g0 (z) = g0 (y)) iff (3h : B -+ C co-insertion 
g = h o f ). This result allows us to understand the following 

D e finition 2.10 (observables approximation) An observdle o : R -+ D 
proximates o' : R -+ D' if there exists a co-insertion {J : D -+ D' s. t. o' = fJ o 

We can define an ordering on observables, using closure of Galois ....,. .• woan•• 

composition, simply by defining o 5 o' iff o' approximates o. 

Lemma 2.11 Let (0, 5) be the set of observables ordered br approximation. 
is a complete lattice. 

2.3 Semantic properties of SLD-trees 

The goal we want to achieve is to develop a denotation modeling SLJJ.treee. 
follow the approach in [14, 2], by first defining a "syntactic" semantic domain ( 
terpretation). Our modeling of SLD-trees is essentially the basic denotation d 

in terms of clauses in [11 , 15], extended to handle constraint systems in the style 
(17, 19, 20]. In the following for the sake of simplicity we consider the 

leftmost selection rule (denoted by lm). AJI our results can be1 generalized to 
selection rules [23]. 

Let us consider the equivalence relation of variance extended to resultants ::. 

D efinition 2.12 ( 1r-interpretation) A 1r-interpretation I is an 

Wt denote by 'R the set of 1r-interpretations (that is 'R = Rt•J· 

Lemma 2.13 ('R, ~) is a complete lattice. 

A denotation of the program characterizing its SLD-trees computed by using 

rule lm might be the set of the SLD-trees for all the possible goals modulo VIU'lAJu·•· 

i.e. W' .. (p)t::=· Because of the AND-compositionality theorem 2.16 below, this set c .. 
be obtained from the top-d.own SLD-trees denotation , which is the set of SLD-treea 
for the most general atomic goals. 

D e finition 2.14 (top-down SLD-trees denotation 0) L et p be a program. 

top-down SLD-trees denotation of p according to lm is the ~-interpretation 

O(p) = { q(i) ..... cOho ks E Res~·,f(%) I q E lln , i E vn} /5' 

It is easy to see that O(p) is well-formed. Now we prove that this denotation fully 

characterizes all the SLD-trees of p . This is obtained by first proving a lifting lemma 
which relates the SLD-trees of an atomic goal to the SLD-trees of the correspondin& 

most general atomic goal . The second step, i.e. the AND-compositionality theorem, 

relates the SLD-trees of a conjunctive goal to the SLD-trees of the atomic goals. 

Lemma 2 .15 (lift ing) Let p be a program, g = c1 Oqt(it) , ... , qn(in)oks
1 

be a goal 
and gz = 1 0 q1(.ii), ... , qn(in) o ks1 be its lifted version with it, ... , Zn containing 

f resh distinct variablu. Then g --... c 0 b o ks if and only if g£ --... C£ 0 6., o J:s, c = 
3(c, ® Zt =iJ ® ... ® Xn=ln ® Cc), ,6 and b = bi t1i, where"~= { zt/iJ I ... I Znl/in} . 
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2 16 (A ND-compositionality) Let g = c1 0 ql(it), ... , 9n(tn) o ks, 6e II 
11 11111 • - • (- ) 0 
•till 1, be a program. Then g --... c 0 b o J:s if and on!y if 3 rj = qj Zj - Cj _ 

1 O(p), 1 5 j < m, 3 rm = 9m{Zm) -;: C~ 0 bm 0 k!m E O(p) •:f. C -

00 lll ,. il ® ... ® Xm=tm ® Ct ® ... ®em) •••• b = bm , qm+l(tm+J), .. . ' 9n(tn) and 

.., ~111 :: 1:81 :: ..• :: ksm . 

altove closure property allows us to show that the semantics O(p) is correct and 

"l ~r~tmct for the ident ical observable. · 

111 nry 2.17 (correctness and full abstraction) Let Pt , P2 be two programs. 

111 111 = i d P2 {::::} O(pt) = O(P2)· 

1,.11triction to local rules plays a fundamental role in the definition of the botto,:n-

1j,111utntion . By using local rules we are able of reconstruct ."from the ~ttob~ ~ 
•t b use the local rule chooses only among the atoms mtroduced ID t e ast 

vth on, eca . t hi h . a bottom up 
IYI\Liun step and then "forgets" about the prevtous s. e.ps, w ~ , m . : 
It urtion1 are not available yet. The following defimt10n spectfies an tmmedtate 

1onces operator for the lm case. 

dtion 2.18 (imme diate consequences operator Tp) Let z. be a ~-interpre
V be a program. The immediate consequences operator of p VIa lm T, : n -+ 

I• 

'l f.('l) = { q(z) ...... cob o J:s I _ _ 
ks = (k} :: ks1 :: ... :: ksm, b = bm , Om+l>• • ., On , 

k = q(i) :- Ct 0 ql(tt), ... 1 9m(tm), Om+J, • .. ,an E p , 

qm(zm) ~en,ObmO~Bm E Z, q;(ij )_ .... Cjo oksj EZ1 15j <m, 
c = 3 (i=1 ® Ck ® Zt=ll ® Ct ®. · · ® Xm=tm ®cm}~.i }. 

L-.mmn 2.19 Tp : n-+ n is continuous on n. 

bcdluition 2.20 (fixpoint denota~ion F) L~t p be a program. The fixpoint deno

'aUnn of p according to lm is the ~-anterpretataon 7-'(p) = Tp 1 w. 

1~11" following theorem states the equivalence between the top-down and the bottom-

t . d shows that F (p) is also correct and fully-abstract w.r .t. the ua• ronst ruc tons, an 
hl11ntity observable. 

'l'huurem 2.21 Let p be a program. T hen .1'(p) = O(p). 

2A An algebraic formalization of SLD-trees semantic proper
ties 

The- properties we found for 0 and j-' allow us to claim that. we have a good denota~ion 

I I. SLD-trees Our goal however is to find the same results for th.e denotations 
IIHH c mg · h d · to 
modeling more abstract observables. We want then to develo? a t eory ~ccor. mg 
wltlch the semant ic properties of SLD-trees shown in subsectiOn 2.3 are anhertted by 

Lhll denotations which model abstractions of the SLD-trees. 
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In order to define the denotation as a function of the observable we need am 

em.atical ~ormalization where one can model the abstraction process' and specify 

cr t tes wh1ch have to be shared by the constructions associated to the various ao1ur1 .. 

tions. ~he firs~ inter~ting p.roperty is the lifting one, which can be modeled only 

we can mstanttate var1ables m the derivation by means of constraints. Then we 

define an operation · which adds a constraint to a denotation: 

c · A = { c ® c' 0 6' <> l:s' ..,.... c ® c" 0 6" <> ks'' I c' 0 b' <> ~s' - c" 0 b" <> l:s" e A} 

This operation is related to ® by the following property: Vv e 1l and c
1

, c
2 

E 

(c1 ® c2) · tJ = CJ · (c2 · v) . 

The next relevant property is AND-compositionality. We assume that there 

ists an ?~eration x, defined over the set of denotations, which computes the A 

compos1t10n of two denotatio~. In the case of SLD-trees denotations, the proper 

of x are shown by the followmg equation. 

A X B = { Ct ®52 0 61 , 62 <> ks1 ~: ks2 ..,.... ~ ® ~ 0 bL b~ <> ks~ :: ks~ 1 
Ct Dbt <>ks1 - ~ 0 bi <> ks~ E A ,c2 0 b2 <> ks2 ..,.... ~Db~ <>ks~ E B}. 

X is {clearly) related to the operation ® defined over A , to th~ conjunction of 

sequences and to the AND-compositionality property of theorem 2.16. 

Another essential .reatur~ that we want to preserve is the SLD-trees brancbinl 

struct~re. The operatton wh1ch puts together two denotations nondeterministically 11 
th~ un1on of well-formed sets of resultants. By using an algebraic notation, for eacb 

patr A~ B ofwell-f?rmed sets ofresultants we write A+B = AUB. It is straightforward 

to reahze that + IS well d~fined over 'R. The operation + is related to the operatioa 

$ defined over the constramt system A by the properties: ( c1 EEl c2 ) v = c
1 
v + c

2
v and 

c(~t + t12) = C~t + cv~ . ~ ~alogy to what happens in A for $ and®, the produd 

x lS (left and rtght ) dtstnbuttve w.r.t. + , i.e. v1 x (v2 + v3 ) = v1 x v2 + v
1 

x v
3

• Thil 

prope.rty shows that the answers of conjunctive goals are all the compositions of the 

answers of the conjuncts. 

" The last .issue" we m.ust be conc~rned with is that all the properties must hold 

m odulo .. vartan~e . Thts ~ro~erty IS usually modeled by renamings. Therefore we 

define a renammg operat10n V' on the objects of the domain. V' commutes with 

+ and X and ~ defined as a family of renamings V' ~ depending on the renaming ~. 

In order to sat1sfy the usual properties of renamings, V' ~ o V' ~ · = V' h~' must hold. 

Furthermore V' ~ must be an extension of the renaming operation a~ of the constraint 

system .A, on which the domain is defined. For each well-formed set A we define 

V' ~ (A) = { a., (c) 0 bt? <> k st? ...... a~ ( c') 0 b' t? <> k s' t1 I c 0 b <> A: B ...... c' 0 b' <> k s' E A } . 

Defin~tion 2.22 (renaming operator) Let (e, o, id) he the group of renamings. A 

rena~111g operator V' on D is an injective groups homomorphism (a, o, id) --+ (D _ 

D ,o, ad) s.t. foreachceA, veD andt?ee V'"(cv)=8.,(c)V'1 (v). 

A renaming operator induces a "variance" relation =v. Namely z =v 11 
-¢:=} 311 : 

V'"z.= II· ~ote that the above renaming operator on R induces exactly the variance 

relat10n =:, 1.e. z = v 11 ¢> z = Jl. 
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W 11 wi ll appreciate the power of the above algebraic construction in the following 

h·•• wh ' re the operations +, x and V' will play a relevant role in the definition 

al of~IIIIC' I, denotations. Right now the formalization allows us t~ give an alternat~ve 

f,ttuulatioo of theorem 2.16. First of all note that g--.... c 0 b <> 1s iff g ..,.... c 0 6 <> 

t IV1N(p), where W1 
.. (p) = W' .. (P)!= · Theorem 2.16 is equivalent to (v E w••(p)) 

awl only if (3c E A, e1 , .. . , en E O(p) s.t. v = c · ( { e1} x ... x {en})). Moreover, 

el• llulng an A ND closure operator on 'R. as 

!I (111) .= min { z E 'R. I z :S z and y, y' :S z:::::} Vc E A : c · (II x J/) :S z}, 

I 1111 f!'8Lnt.e theorem 2.16 as w• .. = X<Jt 0 0 . 

'r'he abstraction framework 

, tHIHidcr two classes of observables, namely S -observables and I-observables. The 

1111, , VtLbles (Semantic observables) are observables for which all the structural 

'I"" Liftl of SLD-trees are preserved. The corresponding denotations provide a cor-

1 1\llfl complete cbaracterizati<;>n of the (abstract) program behavior. We show how 

, '" ' reconstruct within the framework some existing semantics, such as the an-

r!lnslraint semantics (13] and the call patterns semant ics (15, 16], thus obtaining 

I J.o relevant theorems simply by specializing the theorems which are valid in the 

"' work. 
Tlw I -observables (abstract Interpretation observables) are meant to capture the 

, • ..,."r'' "••Ons involved in abstract interpretation, where approximation is the rule of 

1(/\lnc. Theorems valid for I-observables are therefore weaker and denotations 

,tull lclc characterizations of semantic properties which are correct in the sense of al>

pr.-rL interpretation theory. We show bow we can reconstruct the abstract semantics 

••nw•d in (12] , which allows us to derive groundness relations among the arguments 

., w occdure calls. 

An algebraic formalization of observables: the S-observ

ables 

w, consider observable domains which should have properties analogous to those of 

II We want to be able to observe computations of conjunctive goals from the single 

IUI~ ttn cl.s computations. Moreover we do not want to loose the non-deterministic 

thud ure and the independence of the results upon renaming. We enforce all these 

llfll(lCrLies by using an $ -domain. 

()c,noitio n 3.1 (S-domain) A nonempty set D is an $ -domain on a constraint ara

' '"' A ( ®, $, 1, 0), (lnd is denoted by D( +, x , V'), if there erist two operations +, x 

1111 1), a renaming V' (on D }, and two elements 0, 1 in D s.t. (D, X, + , 1, 0) is a closed 

•rmif'ing. Moreover for each c E A and v E D there ezists an element c · t1 in D a.t. 

fo r each v1, v2 E D 

1} c · (v1 + v2) = c · tit + c · t12, .. 1) Ct • (c2 · v) = (c1 ® c2) · v, 

£) (ct $ c2) · v = c1 · v + c2 · v, 5) 1 · t1 = v . 
3) 0 . tl = 0, 
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Purthennore for each l11 , l12 E 9, there exists 11 E 8 s.t. 

a) V~, tit X V~2 t12 = V, (vl X t12), 6) V..,, t11 + V-1
2

t12 = V.., (tit+ t12). 

Note that the set R of SLD-treeB of section 2.1 is an $ -domain. 

We can define, for each $ -domain D, a canonical ordering as follows: v
1 

5 va 
t11 + v2 = t12. It is easy to see, by using proposition 2.7, that (D, 5) is a 

lattice. 

Example 3.2 The set D = fJI(G x A) (the domain of { : R-- D of example 

is an $-domain. In fact c ·A= { ((c®c' Ob),c® s) I ((c' Db), s) E A, c® B > 0} 

Ax B = {((c®c'Db,b'),s ®s') I ((cDb),s) E A,((c'Db'),s') E B,s®•' > 0), 

where in case of conflict variables are renamed. The sum operation is eet 

!'hile the renamin$ operation is the usual renaming of CLP, i.e. V•(A) = { ((8,(c) 
6t1),8.,(s)) I ((c 0 b), •) E A}. 

We want now to define a notion of (forgetful) morphism be~ween $-domains. 

D e finition 3.3 ($-morphism) A morphism between $-domains ($-morphism), a 
D(+, x, V)-- D(+, x, V) ia a surjective application o- : IDI--+ ll>ls. t. Vz,ve 
c E .4, 11 E 9 

J)a(z+y)=o-(z}+a{y). a(O)=O, 3}o-(c · z)=c·o-(z), 

£) o-(z X y) = a(z) Xo-(y) 1 a(l) = l , ./) a(V..,(z)) = V.., (a(z)). 

Example 3.4 The observable { of example 2.9 is an $ -morphism. 

Additivity and surjectivity allow the morphism to associate the right oh,~~~>rvA.t:in• 
in f> to any concrete object in D . This is because S-morphisms are Galois co-in~ertioal 
with respect to the canonical orderings. 

Proposition 3.5 Let D , jj be $-domains. If there e%i~t6 an $-morphism a : D( 

x, V)--+ l>(+, x, V), then there exist~ a_ mapping r: jl>j- IDI such that (a,r) II 
a Galois co-insertion of (D, 5) onto (D, $). 

D efinition 3.6 ($-observable ) Let b(+, x, V) be an S-domain. A morphism o 1 

'R.( +, x , 'V) --+ D( +, x, V) is an observable and we call it S -observable. 0. denotll 
the set of S-observables. 

L emma 3. 7 If the $-morphism o- : R--+ D approximates a' : R--+ D' then thert 

exists an $-morphism {J: D --+ D' s.t. o- = {J o a'. 

As was the case for observables, we can order 0 . by approximation. 

Proposition 3.8 (0., 5) is a complete sublattice of (0, 5). 
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Humantic properties of S-observables 

1111 11111 8 are strongly related to semantic domains. The operati~ns ~· X of R( +, 

V) nrc· similar to those of 'R. defined in subsect~on 2.3 (_that we will still de~ote by 

• ) Wo can map an $ -domain Din a semantlc domam 1J = DJ=v by usmg the 
1 

llllr lll equivalence induced by V: (·lv : D -- 'D, [z]v = (z]j=v· We have that 

(t11 lw , [v2Jv E 'R. (t1t)v + (t12]v = [~1 + t12)v and [vt]v ~ [v2], = [vl X .v2]v· _ 
'l'h••ll • properties can be generahzed to each S-dom~ D( +2 x, V) stmply by defin 

f11r each (z)v , (yJv E 1J (z]v + (Y)v = (z + Sl)v and _(z), X [Y1v = (~X Sl], . The 
II( J x ) inherits from D all the properties we have discussed 10 sect1on 2.3 for 1l. 

I III;W on, we wiJl call the structure TJ(+ , X) aemanfic domain, and denote by fl 

11111, of all the semantic domains. 
Jiltl(•l. morphism a : R -- D can be transformed into ~ "sem~ntic domains mor-

111" {that we still denote by a) from 'R. to the semant1c domatn 1J = D/=v · .we 

w-ed to set a((z)v) = [a(z)]v. This morphism is well defined thanks to &XJOm 

lu tlofinition 3.3 which states compatibility between a and =v . Thus we have a 

"''tic abstraction which preserves the interesting aemantic pro~erties .of'J!-· 

N()w we show how the algebraic construction can be used to eas1ly dertve mterest

a•roperlies. 

11111 3.9 Let o- : 1J -- V' and xv ,x1> be the closure operators ofTJ,V' rupee

tv. Then a o xv = x1> o a . 

<' llll then define the a-top-down denotation Oa(P) of a progr~~ P ~ a (O(p)). 
,111 Jcmma3.9 we immediately derive the (abstract) AND-composltJOnalityofOa(p). 

urolln.ry 3.10 Let a: 'R,-- V and X1> be the AND-closure operator on 'D. Then 

W:: ::: Xv o Oa. 

fh•••lrem 3.11 {abstract AND-compositionality) Let P be a progra"!, a : ~{+; 
) 'D( +. X) be an S:obse:va~le. Then v E w~ .. (p) ¢::::::> 3c E .A, et, ... I en E 

(),.(11) s.t. iJ = C· ({ e1 }x . . . x{ en}). 

Clcll'o11nry 3.12 (correctness and full abstraction) Let Pt 1 P2 be programa and 

" 'R -- V be an $-observable. Then Pl =a P2 ¢::::::> Oa(pt) = Oa(P2)· 

tn the bottom-up case the best approximation fo~ the immedia~e co~uence8 

IIJWntor is Tp,o = aoT,. or. U $ is the canonical ordenng on TJ , T11,a ts contmuo~ o~ 

lh11 ltLUice (D, 5). Indeed (aoT,or)(L: Zi) = (o-.oT,)(L: r(~i)) = o-(l:(T,or)(z,))

)...(fro T,. o r)(:ei)· We can then define the ~xpomt semantics as .1'o(P) = Tp ,o i w. 

1)1,finitio n 3.13 (compatibility b e tween o- and Tp) a is compatible with T, if 

'1;,,.~ o a= a o T, . 

Tlworern 3.14 {bottom-up vs top-down) Let p 6e a program and o- 6e an S-o6-

unwble. Then Oo(P) 5 .1'0 (p). Moreover if o- is compatible w.ith T, then Oa(P) = 

F,,(p). 
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Some remarks about the above results are necessary. The top-down abstract 
tation, which is defined simply as the abstraction of the top-down denotation 
exactly the same properties of the top-down SLD-trees denotation, namely 
compositionality, correctness and full abstraction. The bottom-up abstract 
tion is in general less precise. The loss of precision is due to the fact that the 
immediate consequences operator Tp,a is obtained by specializing the general 
diate consequences operator T,. (Tp,o = o o Tp o 7) . It is exactly this speci 
which may sometimes result in a loss of precision. However, if the observable 
compatible with T1 , the two constructions are equivalent. It is worth notin& 
most reasonable observable& are indeed compat ible with T, (see the examples 
A similar relation between the top-down and bottom-up constructions was 
noted for abstractions of the answer constraint in [17, 19, 20]. In that framework 
equivalence was guaranteed in the case of distributive constraint systems. In 
case, our compatibility condition is always satisfied. 

Let us finally note that, when the two constructions are equivalent, the oono•IJIII 
one is indeed more efficient, since abstraction is used at every step of the fi.xpoinL 
struction, thus deriving only the minimal amount of information about the vu . ..,....n 

which is needed to characterize the observable property. The top-down '"'"'"to"' 
on the wntrary, is always forced to build complete SLD-trees which have later t.o 
abst racted to get the observation. 

Example 3.15 We show now how to reconstruct the CLP version of the S-sem 
(9, 10). We have already shown in example 3.4 that (is an $-observable. We can 
apply theorem 3.11 and the definition ofresultant, to obtain the folJowing oeiJo1oa1oi4'JII 

wr(p) = { (g, c) I g- cOo ks} , Odp) = {(q{i),c)r= llDq(i)ot- cO oh 

Note that W("'(p) contains all the answer constraints of p, while O((p) is e:ract/r 
CLP version of the top-down definition of the $-semantics (13]. Corollary 3.12 
us that 0{ is correct and fully abstract w.r.t . answer constraints. Moreover 
3.11 tells us that answer constraints for any goal can be derived from the 
constraints of the most general atomic goals. For the bottom-up case, by 
the construction, we obtain 

Tp,{(X) = { (q(i), c) l3q(i) :- c, 0 qt(ft), ... , qn(tn) E p, (q;(ii), Ci) EX, 
C = i:f ® Cp ® Zt =it ® C1 ® ... ® Zn=tn ® Cn } . 

Moreover ( o T, = Tp,{ o { . Hence T, is compatible with { , and, because of tnflOIIBIIl 
3.14, 0{ = r(· This result shows the power of our theory. In fact tbe proof of tbt 
same result, using classical methods (13] , needs much more effort. 1 

Example 3 .16 The call patterns of a program p for a goal g and a selection rule • 
are the atoms selected in any SLD-derivation of gin p via r . We define the S-domaiD 
CP.A made of objects of the form (g, c 0 a), where g is a goal and c 0 a is an atom, 
The interpretation is "the execution of the goal g generates a procedure call a with 
state (constraint) t!' . The operations can be defined as follows: A + B = AU B, 

c - A = {((c ®c' Db),(c®c"Da)) I ((eDb),c''Da) E A ,c®c" > 0}, 
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l (tl g' c o a) 1 (g, c 0 a) E A } U { (g, g', c ® ~ 0 a') ~ ') B } 
' ' (g , c 0) E A' (g' , c o a E 

( (8ct(c) 0 bt7, 8,(c') o at7) I (cob, d 0 a) E A}. 

l••l' 114 t.lou which allows us to obtain the call patterns is 

( (g,cO a)lg-cDa, boksEA} _ 

h h •Wh"( ). - { (g cDa) lg-cD a , bo ti t definition of resultant, we ave t a. " p - ' wn denotation is 
l• lt '" exactly the set o! all the call P;t~ern} s oil{. ~he::e~~ate consequences 
( (tl(.i:),cDa)I!Dq(:r)ot.-cDa, o 6 , w e e 

11 ~urnfl out to be 

{ (q{i), c 0 a) 13q(i) :~ Cp 0 ql(tl) ,. :.·' qn(in) E p, and 
c=id ® c:p, a = q1(t,)or 
c = i =t ® c, ® tt=Y®d, (q,(jj),~Oa) EX}. 

. . ( ) _ 0 ( ) F. is then correct and fully abstract 'I~ '" compattble With f'l, r, p - " p . . " fin d . [16 11 15] • We obtained the call pattern semantiCS de e ID ' ' • 1/ 

( >ther observables 
. . -+ D the revious theorems state that if o is not an S-ll"' ' ~lri C observable o . R ' t p d f Uy abstract denotation which is AND-

Ille Lhen we cannot have a correc an u t f $-domain . cb a.se D should have tbe struc ure o an ' u•ILional, because m su .a c d h ve a correct. AND-compositional 
ruutmdict ing the hypothesis. lnste~ {:we ca.; a tent Jn analogy to what we 

.,,.., .. ., u .t which is minimal w.r.t. them or~da IOtnhcon t Y of AND-compositional I U f observables we can cons• er e se . . . 1~t.l~~18c~;-+ 'D with v E ~- We can partially order Y by appro:x1mat1on. 

· t' ) A d notation S · P - 1> E S' ullion 3.17 (de notation approxi_ma l OO . e . rt · .. V - 1>' 6. 1. 

S , . -n '"' if there ex~ts a Galo~ co-anse aon o . 11111110les . r -+ v 

n o S . 

ntn 3.18 LetS~ S' iff S' approximates S. (Y, ~) is a complete lattice. 

. . tes tber denotation which is correct "IIlii LhnL every denotation whlch approXJma an~ . bl . 
r L. "n observable is still corr.ect w.r.t. the same o serv~ {e~ E 0 I (3 < o} has 

I 0 · lete latt1ce we have that o t s - "' • - 1 H ucc lS a comp fi , d denotation (correct and fully abstract for a ) I llllllimum o'. Hence we can n a 
whl• h models correctly o and is minimal. 

• ) For each observable o there exists a minimal AND-
Th .. orc m 3.19 (the ~euotabon t "t . which is approximated by all the other 
fllfiii/Ositiona/ denotataon correct W-~· . I' I.e. 
AN /)-compositional correct denotations. 
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4 Abstract interpretation 

One more motivation for our algebraic construction can be found in abstract interp..., 
tation. The essence of abstract interpretation iB to give a non-standard interpretation 
to the language. In the CLP case, as shown in (5, 11}, we only need to give a non• 
standard interpretation to constraints (and terms). 

In general a. constraint system is an interpretation (in a semi-closed semiring) for 
constraint formulas. According to the approach of (19, 17, 20] constraint systems art 
related by means of constraint system semi-morphisms. The program interpretatioa 
process is expressed in terms of a set of algebraic operators which model how data 
objects are collected during the computation. An abstract interpretation for a givea 
CLP(.A) program iB then the semantics of an abstract program in CLP(.A') where .A' 
is a suitable constraint system correct w.r.t . .A. 

ln our framework, abstract interpretation can be viewed as the composition rA 
a constraint system semi-morphism (the abstraction of the domain interpretation) 
and of an $-observable, which chooses an adequate abstraction of SLD-trees. The 
construction is based on semi-morphisms on constraint systems. A constraint system 
semi-morphism /J : .A --.A' can be extended to an S-domain Semi-morphism /J'D : 
D.A -- D.A• in a natural way. 

D efinition 4.1 ($-semi-morphism) Let D.A, D'.A, be S-domains, with .A' correct 
w. r. t . .A. An $-semi-morphism a p : D .A -- D'.A,, based on the constraint lly&tem 
semi-morphism /J : .A -- .A', i& the composition of /JD and an S-morphillm o 1 

D.A' -- D'.A'• i.e. al' =a o p.D. 

Proposition 4.2 Let D.A , D'.A, be S-domains, with .A' correct w.r. t. .A. !/there emil 
an S-semi-morphism a,. : D,A --+ D,A•, then there exists a mapping "YI' : jD.A•I---+ 
ID.AI such that (a,.,""fp) is a Galois co-insertion of(D.A,$) onto (D.A•,5). 

Since S-semi-morphisms from R are strongly related to abstract interpretation we 
will call them I-observablu. Let O, denote the set of I-observables. o, c~ be 
ordered by approximation, as it was the case for 0,. 

Proposition 4.3 (0,, ~) is a complete sublattice of (0, ~). Moreover (0, ~) is 1 
complete sublattice o/.(0,, ~). 

The following discussion on the abstract denotations relies on the notion of "ab
stracting the program". The idea is to replace the constraints (defined on the con~ 
straint system .A) in the original program with their abstract version (defined on a 
constraint system .A' correct w.r.t. A), thus obtaining a CLP program on a differ
ent constraint system. H p : .A --+ .A' is the semi-morphism which formalizes the 
(correct) constraint system abstraction we denote by p."P : 1' .A --+ 1' .A.' the homomor
phism obtained by extending p. to programs in the natural way, i.e. by applying p. to 
the constraints and terms occurring in the program. The abstract denotation of p il 
simply the denotation O(!J 1' (p)) of the abstract program /J., (p). When dear from the 
context we denote !J., by p. . The following theorem generalizes a result in [11] and 
states that the semantics of the "abstract program" is a safe approximation of the 
abstraction of the semantics of the program. 
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'l'lt t•.ure m 4.4 (abstract program) Let /J :.A --.A' be a constraint system 1Jemi
f11111phism. Then p.'R(O(p)) ~ O(JJ(p)). 

Si uce anI-observable on the constraint system .A is obtained by an $-observable 
1111 the constraint system .A' we expect the semantics construction to be almost the 
11111u0 for the abstract interpretation case. Obviously the theorems are weaker, because 
111 Lhc lack of precision of'the denotations. 

llelllnition 4.5 (abstract denotations) The ideal top-down denotation of an I
llliller1Jable aJJ : 'R..A --+ v_... is Oa~(p) = a,_(O(p)), while the abstract top-dow~ 
lltttHilation is Oa(P.(P)) = a(O(!J(p))). The ideal immediate consequences operator., 
'1;.,1,,. = Otp o 1p o ""fp, while the abstract immediate consequences operator is TJJ(p),a = 
It 0 r,.(p) or 0 The ideal bottom-up denotation is :Fa~ (p) = 1J,,a,. l w, while the abstract 
•II IIOm-up denotation is Fa(P.(P)) = Tp(p),o f w. 

1111to following theorem relates different abstract interpretation mechanisms, i.e. the 
I111Hom-up execution of the abstract program :F0 (!J(p)), the top-down abstract exe
mll1ion of the abstract program OQ(p.(p)) , the abstraction of the top-down concrete 
IIXt cution Oa,. (p) and the (specialized) bottom-up execution of the concrete program 
J r1 ~ (p). As one could expect, the ideal top-<lown denotation is (safely) approximated 
lty ull the other denotations. :Fa(!J(p)) is the least precise and, in the case of compat
lltllity, we have the usual equivalence between top-down and bottom-up executions. 
'l'his is shown by the following theorem. 

'l1heorem 4.6 Let p be a program, ap : 'R.A --+ v_.., be anI-observable. Then 
:F,,(/s(p)) ~ Oo(!J(p)), Fa(P.(P)) ~ :Fa,.(P), Oo(P.(P)) ~ Oo,.(P), :Fa,.(P) ~ Oo,.(p). 
Mor·eover if a is compatible with TI'(P) we have :Fo(!J(p)) = Oa(p.(p)) ~ :Fa,.(P) = 
( )g ,. (p). 

'l'he next theorem shows that AN.D-compositionality holds in the denotation based 
1111 the abstract program. 

Theorem 4.7 {AND-semi-compositionality) Let p he a program, a 11 : 'R-.A(+, 
)()-- 'D.A•(+, x) anI-observable. Then 

v' E W~"'(!J(p)) ¢:::::} 3c' E .A', e~, ... , e~ E Oa(!J(p)) s.t. v' = c' · ( { eU x ... x{ e~ n 
v' E w~: (p) {:::::::} 3c' E .4', e~ , ... , e~ E 0 0 ,. (p) s.t. v' $ c' · ( { e~ }x .... x{ e~}). 

Example 4.8 Let A?t be the Herbrand constraint system. We show how to recon
IILruct the ground dependency analysis for call patterns described in [12]. The abstract 
domain of computation is Prop [7], consisting of propositional formulas which provide 
" concise represent~tion of abstract substitutions which describe ground dependency 
relations among arguments of a procedure call. 

Prop can be formalized as a constraint system. Take a term system morphism 
IJ which maps each term onto its set of free variables (the empty set for ground 
terms). AProp is the algebra of possibly existentially quantified disjunctions offormu
ln.'l (Prop, 1\, V, true ,false, 3;t;, 8!, A(t) .._. A(t')), where each t belongs to V" (for some 
n) and A(t) = 12:1 1\ • . • I\ Zn for t = {zL , ..• , Zn} (A(0) =true). 
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We can define a constraint system semi-morphism " . .A .A 
r ' 'H - Prop as 

/

false if c = 0 

() 
A(var(c)) if cis a simple constraint 

JJ c = A(p(t)) +-+ A(p(t')) if c = t:t' 
JJ(ct) AJ.I(c2) if c = c1 ®c2 
J.l(ct) V J.1(c2) if c = c1 $ c

2 

and extend it to well-formed sets of resultants as 

. JJ'R(A) = {JA(c) 0 gt(JA(ft)), ·.:. · • qn(JJ(tn)) o ks ..,... p(c') 0 q' ("(ti )) , 

c 0 q (t ) (t ) L - 1 r 1 • • · · t qnl 
• 1 1 , .•• ,qn n O,;s..,..c'oq~(t'l), ... ,tfn,(i'n•)oks'EA}. 

Smce the call pattern observable '1 of example 3.16 was d fin d f, 

system .A, we can compose it with ,'R " . R CP e e or any 
r t 'IJj • .A ~ - • • 

" "'Prop ' 

'1Jj(A) = (f}op'R)(A) = { (g,c Oa) I 9 ._ cDa,boks E JA'R(A)} 

and obtain an abstract inte t t · · 
denotation are rpre a Jon m Prop. The ground dependencies caU 

I 

O.,,.(p)={(q(z),cJjoq. (iJj)) jlDq(i)oe-..c Oq•(i' bok - () -
•J, B, Cp - JJ C ' fp = 

O.,(JA(p)) = {(q(x) ,cDa) I 1 Dq(x)oc - cDa,boks} 
,.c•>·'• ' 

Tp,,,.(X) = {(q(i),c, _Dql(t,.)) j3q(i) :- c Oqt(fl) ... q (t) E d 

c, = A(:)+-+ A(i) A JA(Cp), i, ~ JJ(tt) o~ ' n n p, an 

c, ~A(z) +-+ A_(i) A JA(cp) A A(i•) +-+ A(ii) A c'. 

(q1(Y),~Dqt(t,))EX} . "' 

Tp(p),.,(X) = { (q(i),c Da) j3q(i) :- c, Oql(ft) q (t) E () 

C =A{~) +-+ A(i) A c, , a =_ql(t~) ~~· ., n n J.l p ' 

c = ~(x) +-+ A(i) A epA A(tt) +-+ A(y) A c' 
(qi(Y),c'Da)E X}. ' 

and 

~ince T,.(p) is compatible with '7, :Fa(J.I(p)) = Oa( (p)) 0 
. . 

mdependent denotation computable 'th t d J.l · a(JA(p)), which 18 a goal 

obtained in [12J and, through a magi~lseterli.kop-t ow~ or b~tto~-up, is t he semanticw 
e rans1ormatJon, m [4]. 8 

5 Conclusions 

We have defined an algebraic framework which all 

concrete and abstract SLD-trees Th fr . k ows ~s to prove several properties of 

of all the SLD-trees obtained fro e a~ewor JrovJdes: a) a denotation consistinl 

alternative fixpoint construction· ~ ~0: ~e~er atomic goals, with an equivalen~ 

p ositionality) which show that th~ deno~ti~n :portan~ theorems {lifting, AND-com

c) a mechanism ($-observable) for abstracting :~:c::~:esnt~be SLhJ?-htrees for any goal; 
•cs, w Jc guarantees that 

I lib 

ul th t.'Orerns do hold for any abstra.ction and always leads to the best. (correct 

ll y 11I111Lmct) denotation; d) a mechanism (!-observable) to model abstraction 

ud111nt.ion, which guarantees that a weaker form of the general theorems ie 

ll tl 1111d provides the semantic basis for abstract interpretation. 

111\Vtl not considered yet two issues that could be discussed within the (ram~ 

'1111' OrRL one is related to OR-compositionality [3], whlch is a relevant property 

wnuL to be able to reason about programs in a modular way. SLD-trees are 

011 compositional. However, the abstraction process can destroy this proper-

• ltlllnple, two of the abstractions that we have considered, namely computed 

1 onHLraints and call patterns, are not OR-com positional. The theory should 

lmult•d with a characterization of OR-compositional observables. For non- OR,. 

onal observables there should be a result similar to the one of theorem 3.19. 

11111 •llld issue is related to the computation rule. The current results apply to the 

ur loml selection rules, even if we have considered the leftmost selection rule onJy. 

ltrHJIUrty that could be analyzed within the framework is the independence from 

IMirntion rule. SLD-trees do depend on the selection rule. However , more abstract 

vnhlllil, such as answer constraints, are independent from the selection rule. A 

1l rt~l ovant extension of the framework might be the definition of conditions which 

Itt' t hat the abstractions are independent from the selection rule. 
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Abstract 

The language L>. is a subset of ~Prolog.[14] .which is based . on a 
res tricted ,8- rule, in order to simplify the umfic~t1on proble~. L1ke ~ 
rrolog, L>. supports a notion of modularity and tt presents higher-order 

features. L h ' h In this paper we propose a fixpoint semantics for >. w tc cap-
tures the notion of computed answer substitution, ~ .the style of the 
S-semantics [3]. The purpose is to give a simple ~escr1pt~on of the mean
ing of a goal in terms of a specific interpretatiOn,. wh1ch should be a 
st.ructure as elementary as possible (in [3) it i~ a Simply set of atoms) . 
The main difficulty here is to cope with the not10n of module. The truth 
of a goal in a specific program will depe~d not only on the progr~, but 
also on the module in which the goal will be executed . The solut10n we 
propose is to define an interpretation to be ~ tupl~ of sets, each of them 
being associated to a particular module specified tn the program. 

1 Introduction 
1~hu language ,\.Prolog [14] is a very rich extension of Prolog which provides 
hl,;her-order programming, metaprogra.mming, modules, abstract data types 
aucl otl1er useful abstractions. . . 

Despite of embodying aU these features, the language iS Simple and ele-
' b 't ·

1
s based on the powerful and concise formalism of )..calculus. "lUI ~ , ecause 1 • • h ' bil't Furlhermore ,\.Prolog supports unification, therefore 1t provides t e possi l Y 

lu ~olve queries. 
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